Complete each gap below with either make or do:

1. __________ a bet
2. __________ a job
3. __________ the dishes
4. __________ a skirt
5. __________ the cleaning
6. __________ your hair
7. __________ believe
8. __________ amends
9. __________ some damage
10. __________ a home
11. __________ fifty press ups
12. __________ some yoghurt
13. __________ a fortune
14. __________ a model
15. __________ a noise
16. __________ your best
17. __________ the washing up
18. __________ an application
19. __________ some work
20. __________ some harm
21. __________ a favour
22. __________ a man of you
23. __________ a profit
24. __________ an error
25. __________ the washing
26. __________ your nails
27. __________ do
28. __________ well in something
29. __________ a promise
30. __________ some practice
31. __________ a reservation
32. __________ a mess
33. __________ your duty
34. __________ ends meet
35. __________ an effort
36. __________ your own thing
37. __________ an enquery
38. __________ some money
39. __________ waves
40. __________ eyes at someone
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Complete each gap below with either make or do:

Answers:

1. **make** a bet
2. **do** a job
3. **do** the dishes
4. **make** a skirt
5. **do** the cleaning
6. **do** your hair
7. **make** believe
8. **make** amends
9. **do** some damage
10. **make** a home
11. **do** fifty press ups
12. **make** some yoghurt
13. **make** a fortune
14. **make** a model
15. **make** a noise
16. **do** your best
17. **do** the washing up
18. **make** an application
19. **do** some work
20. **do** some harm
21. **do** a favour
22. **make** a man of you
23. **make** a profit
24. **make** an error
25. **do** the washing
26. **do** your nails
27. **make** do
28. **do** well in something
29. **make** a promise
30. **do** some practice
31. **make** a reservation
32. **make** a mess
33. **do** your duty
34. **make** ends meet
35. **make** an effort
36. **do** your own thing
37. **make** an enquiry
38. **make** some money
39. **make** waves
40. **make** eyes at someone
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